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Mirror

Pepe Marble Mirror

Pepe Marble Mirror

D: 3 cm / 1,2"

Product Type
Mirror

Production Process
The base is made from cut, honed marble
and the mirror part from sand casted brass.

Dimension (cm / in)
H: 26 cm / 10,2"
W: 25 cm / 9,8"
H: 26 cm / 10,2"

D: 3 cm / 1,2"

Weight item (kg)
2,67 kg

Materials
Marble, Brass, Glass Mirror (x3)
Natural material are subject to variations,
therefore every single product is unique.

Colours

W: 25 cm / 9,8"

Brass / White
Brass / Black
Brass / Brown

Marble Mirror is a heroic, beautiful object for everyday use. The design is iconic and the mirror
is made to last a lifetime. Designers Studiopepe are obsessed with precious materials, like

Packaging Type

marble, that gain in beauty over the years. “We believe that a beautifully designed product

Gift Box

should last almost forever.”

Packaging Measurement (H * W * D)

About the Designer

31,5 cm * 32 cm * 9,5 cm

Italian designers Arianna Lelli Mami and Chiara Di Pinto met as students in Milan and
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started their career together as stylists, working on editorials for the likes of Elle Décor
Care Instructions

and T Magazine, and later designing products together. We love their energy and passion.

Use a soft dry cloth to clean. Do not use any

They are constantly travelling and experimenting with combinations of colours, shapes and

cleaners with chemicals or harsh abrasives.

materials. “Collecting is very important for us,” they tell us. “In our studio we have a sort of

Avoid using water. The brass will oxidise

wunderkammer (cabinet of curiosities) with all our findings that inspire us with their shape,

from the moment it is exposed to air. To

texture, or colour. A lot of flea market treasures.” And what is the essence of good design?

maintain a shiny appearance, use a mild

“Good design – whether a masterpiece or anonymous – goes with everything.”welcoming

metal polish and a soft cloth. Use special

sensation that follows through the whole experience of the product. We want to affect

mirror cleaning for the mirror part.

people in a positive way.”

Pepe Marble Mirror

Brass / Black
3600539

Brass / White
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3600639

Brass / Brown
3600939

